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Team Name

Points

Pull-Start Diesel
Stefan's Dream 9: lch Bin Ein Stefan
Feel in' Comfortable
Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies
Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women
Wellstone! Temple Pilots
Voodoo Dolls
Sigma Phi Nothing
Loose Meat Sandwiches
Steim Rollin'Tupperware Party
Panties WaaayToo Tight
Nuyorican Poets Soiree
Meyer Meyer Pants on Fire
Free All Stubborn Chads
Non-Essential Gov't Workers
LDE's Team Name Was Vetoed!
Festivus for the Rest of US
D.O.A.Hole
What Would Scooby Doo (With Dick & Bush)
The House of Insanity
Our Boob Tube Is Bigger Than Your Bush
The Chair Leg of Truth
Candygram for Mongo
Redneck Zombie Mofos
Trouble Among the Cheerleaders
Super Heroes in Training
Tippecanoe and SPAM, Too
No Static At All
Enjoy the Man Explosion!
Romulus Can't Remus
Nitsy's Kids
Uranus for Nixon's Head
ET Stands on its Own - Erection '08
POPPINS: Politically Poised

13525
13505
13335
12825
12650
12650
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10875
10835
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68

Buckets of Intelligence
Porcupine Petting Zoo
Nancy Drew & the Hardy Boys
Case of Brewskies
A Few Screws Loose
Cake or Death?
What's That? Ham?!
Dead Girls Don't Say No
Rock Out With Your Cowbell Out
Upward Thrust
HPB Is Not An STD
GBRCE Vote 4 Vader-Sith Hapns
Hugh Beaumont
Butt Cheeks Squeeze A Victory
The Alphageekinati
Brat Pingwin, Siostra Zaha
Got Monkey
Some Assembly Required
Incredible Edible Grannys
Illuminated Lawn Decorations
Piglets 'R' Us
Carl Sagan Could Kick Chuck Norris' But
The Benny Mandelbrat Possy
Norm's Stool
Pirates of the Cranium
85 No Talent Ass Clowns
DDD:Ya Gotta B Up If Ya Wanna Score
The Synaptic Connections
FarQue N Da Horse U Rode In On
Instant Karma
Dumbledore's Army
Who's Jebus ... Really Who's Jebus?
It's Okay, I've Got Glaucoma
2 1/2 Freeks & Geeks in Duluth
DA Fillet Show
Gorilla Kings of the Green Party
Economically Stimulated!

8850
8720
8715
8490
8490
780
7735
7670
7225
7140
7080
6975
6965
6880
6800
6715
6670
6565
6505
6460
6410
6055
6030
6020
6000
5915
5750
5310
520
5230
4935
4500
4400
3855
3830
2740
2595

38
69
70
71
72
73
74

Optimus Prime
The St. Cloud Jaycees Rawk!
Red Hammers
Unusually Large Primary Caucus
Camp Anawana
Ninja Zombies
Wide Awake at Polly's Cove

2595
2130
2120
1865
1365
1350
1095

T ri via 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 1

56%

30

(5:00 PM )

pts The Department of Natural Resources predicts up to 300 thousand vehicles by the end
of this year will have a physical connection to St. Cloud State University. What is the
connection I am referring to, and whom specifically at S-C-S-U is responsible for this
link? I'll give you the one and only hint you ' ll get in the next 50 hours; this annual
item went on sale this month.
-- Minnesota State Parks vehicle permit, Bill Gorcica (gor-si-cah)

83%

10

pts What is a group of jellyfish called?
-- smack

87%

20

pts The name of this baking product was based on a Native American term for peace pipe.
Please give us the name of the product.
-- Calumet

32%

45

pts According to "Pirates of the Caribbean: at Worlds End", what are the three
prerequisites to be considered for Pirate Kingship?
-- (Must) be a Captain of a ship
-- (Must) have killed a Man
-- (Must) Swear to the (Pirate) Code

91 %

30

pts In 1858, Senatorial Candidates Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas engaged in a
famous series of debates. In what Illinois town was the October 7th debate held?
-- Galesburg

5%

60

pts What is the name of the Norskbild product that allows you to wash your shoes or
hiking boots in your dishwasher?
-- Grunkslorg

69%

35

pts "It's fine the way it is" is a message you first see in this Howard Jones video that makes
the statement for people to stand up and be heard. Please name the video.
-- "Let the People Have their Say"

3%

50

pts The church bells and clock at the church in St. Joseph, Minnesota haven't worked in a
while. When they did work, they had to be manually cranked. How many steps did it
take to get to the bell tower and how many rounds did it take to crank it up?
-- 50 (steps), 300 (rounds)

81 %

10

pts Musically speaking, what color are the curtains in the white room?
-- Black

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 2

0%

(6:00 PM)

120 pts Local prominent attorney Keith Hughes was once a Minnesota state senator. He ran in
1964, 1966, and 1970. In 1966, he ran unopposed. Please give us the first and last
names of his opponents in 1964 and 1970 and the vote totals.
-- (1964) Al Loehr, 11,034 to 9887 -- (1970) David Zabinski, 11 ,745 to 5734

83%

15

pts What is the first and last name of "The Man without a country?"
-- Philip Nolan

81%

20

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6724 According to The National Enquirer, what prescription
medications was this man addicted to in 2003?
-- Oxycodone, Hydrocodone

45%

35

pts What brand of cheese balls does Alvin locate and do a cannonball into before hiding
from Dave?
-- Utz

5%

30

pts What television character was voted "Most likely to be pictured running naked in slow
motion on a beach"
-- Vicki Springer

0%

70

pts Little Debbie has admirers from all walks of life. One Easter the Easter Snack cakes
had testimonials called "Something for Everybunny." Please give us the first and last
names of these satisfied customers and the towns from which they hail.
-- Egg Sullivan, Garden City, Kansas
-- Honey Bunny, Warren, Massachusetts
-- Jack Rabbit, Soddy Daisy, Tennessee

86%

40

pts In 1979, this piece of music was used as Dudley Moore and Bo Derek consummated
their passion. Five years later the same piece of music was used during an Olympic
event that led to a gold medal for Britain. What is the title to this piece of music?
-- Bolero

72:'lo

30

pts What was the first couple to exchange vows above the South Bank in the London Eye?
First and last names, please.
-- Simon Stapleton -- Dawn Bottomley

87%

15

pts "He eats like a Tasmanian Devil," was a comment made about one of our past
presidents. Who stated this and what president and personal friend was he talking
about? First and last names, please.
-- Mort Engleberg -- Bill Clinton

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 3

42%

70

(7:00 PM)

pts The song "Behind the Wall of Sleep" was inspired by the bass player for a band that
The Smithereens saw perform in the Boston area in the early 1980s. Name that band.
-- The Bristols

92%

15

pts In Donkey Kong Country what is the name of Donkey Kong's nephew?
-- Diddy Kong

88%

20

pts In the original story of Little Black Sambo, how many pancakes total were eaten?
-- 251

90%

50

pts V is.Jal T rivia #13 This person had personal items returned to him 39 years after he
had lost them at sea. Please give us this persons first and last name and the first and
last name of the person who recovered the items.
-- James Lubeck -- Antonio Randazzo

81%

20

pts In the 2006 version of"The Wicker Man," what was the crop that was failing on
Summersisle?
-- Honey

47% 80 pts What 2 dioramas did Harlan Regis have in his home?
-- "Washington DC - July 21 1861 "

88%

20

-- "Manassas - First battle of Bull Run"

pts This popular icon gave his top ten reasons for why he should be the next president.
Among the reasons were FOX news was already on his side, he has enormous
experience in apologizing for failed decisions and his Vice President would be Mayor
McCheese. Who is this icon?
-- Homer Simpson

46%

30

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6700 Since 1963, each of these rival television characters has been
seen on screen reading an H.G. Wells novel. Please name them and the respective
novels they read.
-- The Master, "War of the Worlds"
--The Doctor (will also accept Doctor Who), "The Time Machine"

92%

15

pts In the song "Live like you were dying," what is the name of the bull?
--Fu Manchu

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 4
(8:00 PM)
( on air: get ready for speed round next hour)
4%

95

pts When Mr. Peabody and Sherman visited Edgar Allen Poe they wound up in a haunted
house and subsequently a chamber of horrors. What four items of torture, as described
by Mr. Peabody, were located in the chamber?
-- iron lady -- the rack -- spiked boot -- television (set)

68%

10

pts What term did James Bamford use to describe the National Security Agency?
-- Puzzle Palace

85%

20

pts Who was the first American country artist to perform in Russia? Full name, please.
-- George Hamilton the Fourth

67%

40

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6746 Please give us the first and last name of the inventor of the
device this sound is coming from OR please tell us the name of the product associated
with this clip. You have a choice.
-- Edward Peterson -- Bae A Larm

97%

20

pts Who is slated to drive the Chevrolet that the National Guard will sponsor in Nascar's
top level Sprint cup series this year? First and last name, please.
-- Dale Earnhardt, Jr

4%

90

pts Charles Haeklen from West Allis, Wisconsin, submitted a song for sale that appeared
in the third issue of The Amateur Songwriter Magazine. Please give us the name of the
song he submitted.
-- "The Way I Feel Tonight"

86%

35

pts Who is the 18th century English pirate who sailed with a triple skull and crossbones
flag as his trademark? First and last name, please.
-- Christopher Condent

53%

35

pts Who was the City Administrator for Ventura, Minnesota? First and last name please.
-- Aaron Anderson

69%

15

pts Visual Trivia #2 What time is it according to this picture?
-- 12:48:42 PM

Hour 5

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
(9:00 PM)
Speed Round
First half hour

Campaign phrases have helped define the platform of candidates. Please identify

90% 20 pts "Save the Union."
-- James Buchanan

95% 20 pts "Vote Yourself a Farm"
-- Abraham Lincoln

97% 20 pts "Trade, Trade, No Free Trade"
-- Benjamin Harrison

99% 20

pts "Return to Normalcy"
-- Warren Harding

99% 20 pts " Sunflowers die in Novemeber"
-- Franklin Roosevelth

96% 20 pts "A chicken in Every Pot and a Car in Every garage"
-- Herbert Hoover

96% 20 pts "Vote as You Shot "
-- Ulysses Grant

94% 20 pts "No Fourth Term Either"
-- Wendell Wilkie

97% 20 pts " Let Well Enough Alone"
-- William McKinley

Hour 5

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
(9:00 PM)
Speed Round
Second half hour

Campaign phrases have helped define the platform of candidates. Please identify
97%

20

pts "Tippecanoe and Tyler too."
-- William (Henry) Harrison

99%

20

pts "He kept us out of War"
-- Woodrow Wilson

100% 20

pts "Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Speech, Free Men"
-- John (C.) Fremont

99%

20

pts "Defeat the New Deal and Its Reckless Spending"
-- Alfred (F.) Landon

97%

20

pts "Grandfather's hat fits Ben "
-- Benjamin Harrison

96%

20

pts "Full Dinner Pail"
-- William McKinley

91%

20

pts "Government of, by, and for the people ... not the monied interests"
-- Ralph Nader

99%

20

pts "In your Heart, You know he's Right"
-- Barry Goldwater

95%

20

pts "The Better Man for a Better America"
--Bob Dole

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 6 (10:00 PM)
56%

1DD pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6707 What was the "Buy It Now" price for the guitar used by this
heckler on stage on September 11, 2007, as listed on eBay in the final days of 2007?
-- '$1,000,001 (one million and one dollars)

91%

10

pts "The Newes From America" pub is located where?
-- Edgarton OR Marthas Vineyard

85%

20

pts What promised to be a musical experiment in elegant erotica "Oh Calcutta" was saved
by a panel of experts, among them to two eminent headmistresses. Please give us their
first and last names.
-- (Dame) Mary Green -- (Dame) Margaret Miles

3%

50

pts Hopefully, since last year, you have all added the tiny compact disc Tempormental
Heaven by Skinny Tiez to your trivia collection. What is the name of track number
one on this tiny disc?
-- Green Dawn

46%

35

pts What dysfunctional television family was voted The Most Hated Family in the
Neighborhood?
-- The Wilkersons

40%

75

pts The stamp for "The Secret and Ancient Society ofDragonologists" has a phrase in
Latin on it. Please give us this Latin Phrase from Dr. Ernest Drake's book of
Dragonology.
-- "Vim Promovet Draconis"

64%

35

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6705 What name was this miracle garment given by its inventor?
-- The Abracada-bra

87%

35

pts What was the name of the steamship that had been transporting supplies to Navy Island
and by British orders was set afire and met its fate on the Niagara River?
-- Caroline

94%

15

pts Who sang the National Anthem at the 1983 NBA All Star Game? First and last name,
please.
-- Marvin Gaye

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour7
(11:00PM)

90%

75

pts What does Andrew Shepherd call the Rec Room?
-- oval office

86%

15

pts What unusual event takes place in July in Telkeetna, Alaska?
-- Moose Dropping Festival

95%

20

pts If you order 30 burgers from White Castle, they call it a crave case. If you order 100
burgers, what do they call it?
-- crave crate

90%

45

pts What three presidents were featured in the short "The Smithsonian and the
Presidency?"
-- Abraham Lincoln -- Theodore Roosevelt -- Franklin Roosevelt

28%

35

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6733 What is the campaign slogan heard here?
-- Vote Trivia

92%

100 pts Please give us the names of the Vice Presidential candidates found on the 2008 New
Hampshire Democratic Party primary ballot and the town or city listed under their
name.
-- William Bryk - Brookyln -- Raymond Stebbins - Weymouth
(phone bank: will accept Bill Byrk, Ray Stebbins)

90%

40

pts According to "The Loop", a parent publication from St. Cloud State University, what is
the number 7 reason to live on campus?
-- Live Close Sleep In

33%

50

pts During World War Two, women had a chance to join the Women's Army Corps to be
trained in a large assortment of jobs. Please give us the list of jobs they could choose
from that pertained to weather.
-- Meteorological Plotter -- Meteorologist
-- Theodolite Observer -- Weather Foreceaster
-- Weather Observer

56%

15

pts Please tell us the name of the superhero you see on many stoplights.
-- Green Arrow

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hours
(1 2:00AM)

5%

120 pts In honor of the release of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Cold Stone Creamery
in St Cloud, Minnesota, featured 2 local creations as a tip of the fedora to the occasion.
Please give us the names of these 2 creations and ingredients that were used.
-- Cherry Potter - sweet cream ice cream, cherry pie filling, pie crust
-- The Creation that Must not be named - mint ice cream, chocolate sprinkles, fudge

81% 10 pts "Phelps Mill" is located on what Minnesota river?
-- Otter Tail (river)

n:¼

20

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6715 Name three prominent figures of the time shown in this
eighties-era music video with superimposed arms making funky motions .
-- Momar Kadafi -- The Statue of Liberty
-- Diana Princess of Wales [or Princess Diana, Lady Di, etc.]

59% 50 pts What move did Hong Kong Phooey use to stop Grandma Goody?
-- Lotus Blossom Leaping Lunge or Rice Bowl Rippler

58% 20 pts Lyrically speaking, ifNeill McMillan and Debbie Gibson were to conceive a child,
what legendary creature would it look like?
-- Bigfoot

46% 80 pts On February 21st, 2007, "Wheel of Fortunes" Vanna White let the world know what
she used to roll in her hair as a teenager to make her hair go straight. What was it?
-- orange juice cans

90% 25 pts "My Dear, Sir, if you are as happy on entering the White House as I am on leaving,
you are a very happy man indeed! " Who stated this and to whom was it addressed to?
-- James Buchanan

18% 35

-- Abraham Lincoln

pts What royal nickname did Robin Williams gave to his imposing father?
-- "Lord Viceroy oflndia"

85% 15 pts What is the most common industrial chemical produced in the United States?
-- sulfuric acid

Trivia 2008: Vote T rivia
Hour 9
(1:00AM)
( on air: get ready fa ~ round next hour)

5%

90

pts What movie used the tagl ine "The serial of a thousand thrills"?
-- The Trail of the Octopus

65%

15

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6721 The woman who asked the question that prompted this teary
response voted for which candidate in the 2008 New Hampshire primary?
-- Obama

92%

20

pts What is the name ofMerlins owl in "The Once and Future King?"
-- Archimedes

94%

55

pts What was the name of Betty Boops opponent in "Betty Boop for President?"
-- Mr. Nobody

91 %

30

pts This play consists of 12 characters and is set in Ho llywood in the late 40's. The cast
includes movie stars, agents, writers, studio heads and then some. It also happens to be
the play St. Cloud State University will be performing center stage the last week of
April. What is the name of this play?
-- "The Big Knife"

18%

70

pts Who was voted Radios Favorite Woman Star by Radio Mirror Magazine in 1935?
First and last name, please.
-- Jessica Dragonette

82%

35

pts In the movie "Hot Fuzz", Nicholas Angel checks into a hotel his first night in
Sandford. The desk clerk is doing a crossword puzzle. What word is 7 across?
-- Fascism

42%

30

pts In the comic "Born Loser," what is Mrs. Veeblefester's name?
-- Lividea

90"/0

1S

pts This TV war critic stated that he would carry your books, carry a torch, carry a tune,
carry on, carry over, carry forward, Cary Grant, cash and carry, carry me back to Old
Virginia but what did he refuse to carry?
-- a gun

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour10

(2:00AM) SpeedRound

Fi rst half hour

79%

20

pts Please give us the first and last name of the character who was voted "the citizen most
likely to hang onto his last dollar".
-- Herbert Gillis

82%

20

pts What fictional TV planet was voted "Most Boring Planet in the Universe"?
-- Crouton

56%

20

pts What TV character won the NY City Critics Association for Best Actress in a Movie
based on a Musical Based on a Movie? First and last name, please.
-- Jenna Maroney

8%

20

pts What is Jeff and Steph Woodcock' s alarm company password?
-- Hot Chocolate

91 %

20

pts In the 1950s, a town voted to change its name to a popular game show. What was the
original name of this town and the state it resides in?
-- Hot Springs, New Mexico

33%

20

pts When Audrey asks Jeff to sleep in the guest room because of his snoring, the guest
room becomes Club Jeff. With Russell and Adam at Club Jeff, we learn what Jeff
considers the Cadillac of Live Albums. What is the name of this album?
-- Blow Your Face Out

23% 20

pts Laird, the dentist, is one of the Carpoolers. While conversing with a new lady friend
he tells her about his 4 fictional children. What are the names of the kids Laird doesn't
have?
-- Emma
-- Dasher -- Luciano -- Colgate

3%

pts What fictional psychologist was voted "the psychologist you ' d most like to share a
couch with"? First and last name, please.
-- Reggie Hewitt

20

~

90% 20

pts Please give us the first and last name of the character was voted Ice Cream Queen at
the Stars Hollow Ice Cream Shoppe.
-- Rory Gi lmore

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour10
(2:00AM) SpeedRound
Second half hour

87% 20 pts What is the tagline for the fictional lifetime movie "The Celeste Cunningham Story"?
-- "A Dog took my face and gave me a better face to change the world"

6%

20

pts What artist was voted Number I by Metronome Magazine in 1958? First and last
name, please.
-- Les Brown

59%

20

pts Please give us the first and last name of the character who was voted "Most
Fascinating Judge in New York" by the Empire Magicians Society.
-- Harry Stone

67%

20

pts What fictional restaurant 's slogan is "A Rib Joint with Something for Everyone"?
-- Wes Doobners World Famous Family Style Rib Huts

81%

20

pts What poem solved Marsh McGinley's stuttering problem?
-- "Casey at the Bat"

68% 20

pts Who was voted best new sweet band by the NBOA in 1956? First and last name,
please.
-- Russ Carlyle

32%

20

pts Shortly after Andy Barker moves into his new office, he meets Simon the video store
clerk. What actor, first and last name, and movie does Simon tell us is the best
accountant in film?
-- William Holden -- "The Remarkable Andrew"

76%

20

pts What brand of Champagne is known as the "Beer of Champagnes"?
-- Duff

82%

20

pts Who was once voted Queen of the Pitted Prune Bowl Parade? First and last name,
please.
-- Lovey Howell

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 11
(3:00AM)

5%

]20 pts Early in the twentieth century, Irene and Vernon Castle danced "The Castle Walk"
down the aisle of the first "Tango Wedding" in Chicago. Please give us the last names
of the couple who were united in holy matrimony that day.
-- (bride) Eizendrath, (groom) Stein

88"/o

15

pts What 60's superstar got his start as a trumpet player in a group called Rocco and the
Saints? First and last name, please.
-- Frankie Avalon

83% 20 pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6730 To what grosser than gross viral video is this man reacting?
(NOTE: We strongly advise that you do not attempt to find and/or view the video that
is the source of this man's distress, as it is completely disgusting in every imaginable
way and will almost certainly be embedded with viruses and other malware! Seriously,
don't.)
-- Two Girls, One Cup

73% 55

pts Virual Trivia #9 What is the name of this little guy?
-- Schuss

79% 20 pts What fast food restaurant, featuring a placard-carrying cow in its ads, started as a
roadside eatery near Atlanta?
-- Chick-fil-A

8%

70

pts Please give us the first and last name of the person voted in as Saint Cloud State
University's 1950 Homecoming Queen.
-- Erma Oberg

33% 40 pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6711 Name that tune .
-- "It Sucks to be Me "

81 % 35 pts This character is the people 's choice. He was voted the 5th District Councilman of
New City, California. What is hi s first, last and nick name?
-- Socrates "Sock" Miller

78% 15 pts What an imal is the mascot of the Un iversity of Texas?
-- Longhorn Cattle

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour1 2

(4:00AM)

68%

75

pts Who nominated Tom Zarek as Vice President to President Rosalind and who seconded
it? First and last names, please.
-- Marshall Bagot (nominated), Gaius Baltar (seconded)

86%

IO

pts "Haggis" is a dish of boiled innards in a stomach casing. Accoutrements Candy
Company offers "Gummi Haggis". What flavor is it?
-- butterscotch

85%

20

pts The "first congregational church" of Bradford, Iowa is also known as what?
-- "The Little Brown Church in the Vale"

18%

45

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6702 Of what fictional organization is this man the president?
-- Wollongong Doctor Who Fan Club

19%

40

pts

From the book "10 I Uses for a Bridesmaid Dress" , what is use number 29 in the list?
-- "fill it with sand and make a punching bag"

74%

75

pts The date is 1964. The place? Chicago, at the New Globe Theater. The video plot is an
explosive android that replaces the lead singer and is designed to bring the house down
literally. Almost sounds like a Bond movie, doesn't it? Give us the band and the song,
please.
-- Garbage, "The World Is Not Enough"

71%

40

pts A clock made by the T. Twenty Two Clock Company made an appearance in what
2001 Disney movie?
-- Max Keebles Big Move

62%

40

pts Please give us the combined scores of the ten global finalists after round one of the Pac
Man World Championship held in New York City last June.
-- 2,974,000 (two million nine hundred seventy four thousand)

88%

15

pts "Act Naturally", a song recorded by both Buck Owens and Ringo Starr, was written by
whom? First and last name, please.
-- Johnny Russell

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 13
0%

(5:00AM )

150 pts Please give us the names of the three bands that were scheduled to perform in April,
2007 at The Rockin Horse Cafe in Richville, Minnesota.
-- Eries Band (April I) -- Jerry's One Man Band (April 8)
-- H & V Melody (April 22)

63%

10

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #671 7 According to the comic strip "Bloom County" what caused
this horrific and historic Soviet accident?
-- Bill the Cat [leaning-on a lever next to a sign that warned "Do not lean on lever! "]

69%

20

pts Please give us the first and last names of the Germans recognized and honored by
Hirohito with the presentation of Samurai Swords.
-- Hermann Goering, Irwin Rommel, Bernhard Rogge

0%

45

pts "Try It. Vacation Games. Rainy Day Parties. For replacement pencils mail ten cents
each to cover cost and postage. Wipe with tissue." The "IT" in question is a portable
game put out by PFM Products in 1971 and this was just a sample of the information
provided on the original packaging. What is the single word name of this game?
-- WITS

23%

25

pts This past Christmas Eve Rudolph was hanging at Wiley's bar. When Wiley asked
Rudolph wasn't he supposed to be somewhere tonight, Rudolph responded by saying 3
words. What were they?
-- Global Positioning Satellites

1%

60

pts What is the complete name of the President of the fictional company "Time Permitting,
Inc."?
-- Mad Doctor Vincent

68°/o 30

pts From the Disney animated movie "Hercules", please tell us when Hercule became a
member of the Grecian Express Card. Express your answer in Roman Numerals.

-- IM (BC)

0%

35

pts What is the name of the drink made by taking a double shot of drambuie, dropping it
into a schooner of bourbon and adding a dozen oysters?
-- Normandy Beach

50%

15

pts If you were given the orders of elephants and donkeys, what would they be?
-- proboscidea (elephants), perissodactyla (donkeys)

T r ivia 2008: Vote Tr ivia
Hour 14 (6:00AM )

7-i:'lo

60

pts What four petpets are featured as ghosts in the Neopets game Ghost Bopper?
-- Deaver -- Ona
-- Greeble -- Faellie

81 %

15

pts "So my poem is damned and immortal fame is not for me!" What is the name of the
short story that had this opening line?
-- "The Fiddler"

54%

20

pts By what name was the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band known as when the band first formed in
Long Beach, California, in 1969?
-- (the) Illegitimate Jug Band

26%

45

pts In the movie "Shoot 'Em Up", what does the destination read on the Green Bus?
-- Wherever

3-i:'/o

25

pts Please give us the first and last name of the person voted Miss Winston Cup in 1975.
-- Bebop Hobel

15%

70

pts A food product was the subject of tests in the mid 1990's. The acronym given to this
project described the reason for the test but interestingly enough also was the name of
the item being tested. Please give us the full name of the project
-- Tests with Inorganic Noxious Kakes in Extreme Situations

71%

25

pts AUDI O TRI VI A #6714 What controversial fashion statement is this woman
defending?
-- Barack Obama removing his American Flag lapel pin on September 11, 2007

71%

55

pts We would like the name of the the group and the song that accompanies Juan Mann's
personal journey in his 2006 award winning video.
-- Sick Puppies, "All the Same"

83%

10

pts You refresh in Internet Explorer. What is it called in Firefox?
-- reload

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour15
(7:00AM)
23%

I 00 pts Sometimes people DO vote for Kings and Queens. Who was Homecoming Queen for
Rocori High School in 2006, first and last name, and where did she eat for
Homecoming Night?
-- Quinn Griffin -- App lebees

78%

15

pts According to the group Southern Culture on the Skids, what is the "mullet" of muscle
cars?
--El Camino

51%

20

pts If you multiply two big Ts by two little t's, you'll come up with a big T and a little t
every time. If you multiply a big T and a little t with a big T and a little t, you'll come
up with a big T and a little t only half the time. What principle is based on these
formulas?
-- (principle of) dominance

5%

50

pts On the American te levision series "Men Behaving Badly", what is rule #1 on their
childhood Kevin and Jamie List?
-- always keep an atomic fireball in your mouth.

64%

25

pts The 1968 presidential election has on its ballot a candidate from the P and F party.
Please tell us what the P and F stood for and the full name of the candidate they
endorsed.
-- Peace (and) Freedom -- Leroy Eldridge Cleaver

33%

60

pts ViSJal Trivia #14 Please give us the first names of the three people in this picture.
-- Julian

58%

25

-- Minnehaha

-- Portia

pts What movie, released in 2000, carried the tagline "It's good?"
-- Road Trip

5%

45

pts Pick up your copy of Air Ace comics, issue number 11, dated September 1945 and turn
to page 34. On that page you will find today's science lesson. What is the lesson on?
-- precipitation

77%

15

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6722 How many pages was this woman's first iPhone bill from
AT&T?
-- 300 (three hundred)

Tr ivia 2008: Vote Tr ivia
Hour 16 (8:00AM)
63%

90

pts According to Stephen Wolfe and Roy Wysack, the scientific name for this extraterrestrial is triangulus dexteralis. What is its common name and what planet do they
inhabit?
-- trup (common name), Yorn (planet)

71 %

15

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6728 According to an equation on the chalk board behind this man,
what equals MC Hammer?
-- E

58%

20

pts Simon and Garfunkel gave her a song and The Birthday Party wanted her kisses. Who
are we referring to?
-- Kathy

69%

45

pts Please give us the first and last name of the person responsible for the cover art on
"The Insiders Guide to Estes Park" 2006 to 2007 edition.
-- Linda Palmer

90%

25

pts Who was the first non-Canadian to be elected to the Canadian Sports Hall of Fame?
First and last name, please.
-- Doug Flutie

91 %

60

pts This Massachusetts governor approved of a plan to redistrict his state that would
ensure Republican domination. One of the new districts looked like a salamander, thus
prompting a term that still describes redistricting for political reasons . Please give is
the term and the name of the governor
-- Elbridge Gerry

-- gerrymander

3%

35

pts Everyone knows Norville Rogers better as Shaggy. Please give us the nickname he
went by the first ten years of his life.
-- Buzz

44%

45

pts AUDIO TRI VIA #6708 During the final teaser for the show immediately following
this one, what three big news items of the day were used as incentive to keep viewers
tuned in?
-- (1) The Pentagon investigates a report that US soldiers refused to go on a dangerous
mission in Iraq
-- (2) The FDA prescribes a strongly-worded label on anti-depressant drugs
-- (3)Why some experts think the flu vaccine shortage is a grim warning about US
vulnerabi lity to bioterrorism

94%

10

pts As part of their carnivorous diet, Wisconsin badgers prey on these little creatures,
which also happen to be the mascot of another big 10 school. What are they?
-- gophers

Trivia 2008: Vote Tr ivia
Hour 17 (9:00AM)
26%

60

pts This actor once played a sheriff elected against his wishes. He refused to buckle his
gun belt, didn't believe in killing and would hide when 3 hired guns came looking for
him. Who is this actor?
-- Earle Lyon

88%

IO

pts Who was the first United States president to visit all 50 states? First and last name,
please.
-- Richard Nixon

96°/o

20

pts In reference to aviation, who was the Lone Eagle? First and last name, please.
-- Charles Lindbergh

15%

45

pts Please give us the name of the first student organization formed at what was to become
St. Cloud State Un iversity.
-- (the) Star of Hope Society (1884)

15%

35

pts AUDIO TRI VIA #6741 Musicians say the funniest things. Please give us the first and
last name of the person heard here.
-- Jack Casady

3%

90

pts The Stanford Chaparral published a comic strip in 1966 titled "Power Pie" . In that
strip was a villain who called himself Superbeaver. In Superbeavers arsenal were two
weapons. One of those weapons was a bicycle. What was the other? Please be
specific.
-- Salacio Beam Ring

17%

35

pts Please give us the first and last name of the former senator who was the
commencement speaker for Trinity College in 1970.
-- George McGovern

76%

50

pts In the world of campaign financing, what properly named acronym is most often
associated with raising dough?
-- Emily (early money is like yeast)

81%

15

pts America, specifically Gerry, Dewey and Dan, like to leave what animal nameless?
-- horse

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 18

3%

(10:00 AM)

100 pts The Folio Society decided to celebrate their Golden Jubilee by asking members to tell
them "which books they most wanted to see in a Folio edition." Please give us the titles
of the top ten requested books.

0-

-- The Lord of the Rings -- Pride and Prejudice
-- David Copperfield
--The Complete Plays of William Shakespeare
-- War and Peace -- The Wind in the Willows
-- Middlemarch -- Animal Farm
Tess of the d'Urbervilles -- The Jungle Book (plus the Second Jungle Book)

87°/o

15

pts Before bursting onto the Rock and Roll scene, who led such country and western swing
bands as "The Four Aces of Western Swing" and "The Saddle Pals"? First and last
name, please.
--Bill Haley

38%

20

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6703 The seashells, invoked in this man's defense of an unexpected
and much-maligned collector's edition, make up ".l'hat on the cover of said edition?
-- A bikini

72%

45

pts Visual Trivia #3 What is the campaign slogan that accompanied this picture?
-- "Put a Brain in the White House"

73%

35

pts

9%

60

pts The Saint John's Boys' Choir landed in New Orleans, Louisiana in 2007 for their
concert choir tour. They performed two songs at the Saint Louis Cathedral before
joining the other choirs in singing "This Day" . What were the two songs they sang
solo?

What character was voted the 1992 Vanderbilt High Homecoming Queen?
-- Laura Winslow

-- "God be in My Head"

5%

40

-- "S ing Creations Music On"

pts Please give us the first and last name of the sophomore class president at Tech Hi gh
School in St. Cloud, Minnesota, for the 1969-1970 school year.
-- Bruce Petersen

87°/o 45

pts Please give us the name of the police officer that, in 2007, pulled over a well
recognized vehicle because when he ran the Wisconsin license plate, it came up as
stolen. First and last name, please.
-- Korey Lankow

87%

pts In Neopets, if you were to buy a Festive Seasonal Usuki you would buy a doll dressed
up like Santa. If you bought the Goodie Two Shoes Usuki , what it be dressed up as?

15

-- Nun

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 19 (11:00AM)
(on air: get ready for~ round next hour)
28%

90

pts What big screen kid attends Covey Lane Day School? First and last name, please.
-- Andy Stannard

53%

IO

pts Which wildly popular musical group had 20 number I hits, yet never spent more than
20 weeks in the Top 40?
-- (the) Beatles

54%

20

pts In the mid l 940's, Scotland Yard, at the request of two sons of a beloved author, sought
the assistance of the FBI in locating texts that were believed to have been purloined.
The FBI would have made Sherlock proud by discovering the truth, that in fact the
texts in question had been lawfully bought and sold at auction prior to the author's
death. Please give us the first and last name of the 2 sons who wanted this case solved.
-- Denis Conan Doyle

82"/o

55

pts Theodore Blair was the presidential hopeful, but lacked that personal zing, so his party
found a doppleganger who filled the bill and in the end wound up in Washington
instead. Please give us the name of the film and the name of the person who goes to
Washington .
-- Peter Varney

60%

30

-- Adrian Conan Doyle

-- The Phantom President

pts What does the headline read for "The Daily Bugle" on Wednesday, March 14, 2007?
-- "Captain America Assassinated"

6%

75

pts In the Batman role playing game book, there is a solo adventure. You start the
adventure by reading paragraph one. Eventually, you make it to paragraph thirteen . In
paragraph thirteen, what does the first line read?
-- "you scour for clues but find nothing"

14%

30

pts What is the nickname of the character that was voted the 1958 Queen of the Madison
Square Garden Rodeo?
-- Loco

46%

50

pts If you were lucky enough to go to the movie "No Country For Old Men" in a theatre,
you would have seen the name Patricia Mary Murphy, Esquire, in the rolling credits.
What did it say she handled in the fi lm?
-- Serious Matters

60"/o

15

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6720 Please name the hated enemy of the state depicted in this
propaganda film.
-- Emmanuel Go ldstein

Hour 20

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
(noon) Audio Speed Round
First half hour

50%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6747 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
-- "The Cherokee Cowboy"

42%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6748 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
--"Little Miss Dynamite"

45%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6749 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
--"Tall Texan"

64%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6750 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
--"Gentleman Jim"

0%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6751 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"Man With a Million Friends"

37%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6752 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
--"King of the Hi ll billy Piano Players" OR "Moon"

4%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6753 P lease tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
--"Mister Smooth "

79%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6754 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"The Singing Fisherman"

63%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6755 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"Mysterious Rhinestone Cowboy"

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 20

(12:00 PM) Audio Speed Round
Second half hour

3%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6756 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"Rocky Mountain Boy"

1%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6757 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"The Lasses Sapper"

6%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6758 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"Pioneer of Truck Driving Songs"

18%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6759 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"Cajun Valentino" OR "King of Cajun"

87%

30

pts The end credits to this movie read "No Hippies or Republicans were harmed". Name
the movie:
The Tripper

100% 30

pts Who was voted Americas Worst Clown? (TO - phone bank wasn't accepting Krusty
the Clown)
Krusty

27%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6762 Please tell us the most popular nickname of this artist.
--"Country Caruso"

78%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6731 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"Queen of Country Music"

32%

30

pts Audio Trivia #6732 Please give us the most popular nickname of the artist you just
heard.
--"European Ambassador of Country Music" OR "International Ambassador of
Country Music"

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour21
41 %

80

(1:00PM)

pts "Through the night and into day, Risking life and limb were they, through smoke and
flame and girders twisted, Something gone that once existed." please give us the
fictional author of this poem and the poems's title
-- Kenneth Shea OR Lou Shea

-- "Ode to the Heroes"

92%

10

pts Dyersville, Iowa is home to the "Field of Dreams". It also boasts a museum. What is
the museum called?
-- (The) National Farm Toy Museum

86%

20

pts In the short story "The Lottery" by S. Jackson, please give us the first and last name of
the lottery winner.
-- Tessie Hutchinson

3%

55

pts Vis.ial Trivia #7 What is the name of this island?
-- Ci nna Island

74%

30

pts Danny, havin g been recently left alone because of his unwanted sexual advances, starts
to wail about his feelings for a certain Olsson girl. The namt; of the song he is singing
also happens to be the first name of the girl who left him stranded. What is the name
of the song?
-- Sandy

71%

75

pts Vince decided -to sleep in, instead of doing another windshield taste test. Larry turned
on the radio and the tune that was playing was by a celebrity who had survived a car
crash because they had used a safety belt. Who was the celebrity and what was the
song that was playing on the radio?
-- Sleeping single in a double bed

-- Barbara Mandrell

4%

25

pts Best Buy Stores had a handout showing 150 reasons to talk nice about Minnesota.
What is number 61?
-- Walter Mondale

33%

45

pts The " Spirit of America" dance team competition was taking place at the Mall of
America on Sunday, January 6th, 2008. Which school was scheduled on the Tumble
Mat at 10:49 AM?
-- West Fargo High School

87°/o

15

pts Who was the United States president who was buried with his head resting on a copy
of the constitution? First and last name, please.
-- Andrew Johnson

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 22 (2:00 PM)
13%

150 pts This masterful Prime Minister was elected in 2007 by a landslide vote. Virtually from
nowhere he came to the public eye after developing a heavenly mobile phone network
prior to taking office. Please give us the name of this extraordinary person.
-- Harold Saxon

87%

10

pts What is the name of the town in Nevada that is home to the World Famous Historic
Chicken Ranch?
-- Pahrump

95%

20

pts The "first congregational church" of Bradford, Iowa is also known as what?
-- "The Little Brown Church in the Vale"

5%

45

pts The right version of the book "Why We'll Win" contains a cartoon regarding stem cell
research. According to this right wing version, what are the dreams of a young stem
cell?
-- "I could be a brain cell, a heart cell, or a liver cell. Spring Break!"

49%

30

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6745 Please give us the first and last name of the person supplying
the voice of the announcer heard in this clip.
-- Charles Martinet

65%

60

pts The pinball machine "Alien Poker" made an appearance on the big screen in 2005.
Please give us the first and last name of the character who was playing it.
-- Abby Miller

74%

25

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6718 What tortuous technique is held responsible for this young
man's condition?
-- The Ludovico technique

21%

35

pts What major artist performed at Louie's Backyard on South Padre Island on March 9th,
2007?
-- Frankie J

92%

15

pts Who was the first United States president whose voice was beard over the radio? First
and last name, please.
-- Warren Harding

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 23

(3:00 PM)

14%

125 pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6701 Who is this man, first and last name, and what was he the last
person in history to do?
-- William Joyce (will also accept Lord Haw Haw)
-- the last man to be hanged by the British Crown for high treason.

74%

15

pts Who is the United States president whose wife started the tradition of playing "Hail to
the Chief' whenever a president appeared at a state function? First and last name,
please.
-- John Tyler

65%

20

pts The comic strip "This Modern World" lists George Bush's top 5 sources for Pre-War
Intelligence. What do they give as number 4?
-- Supermarket Tabloids

8%

45

pts Visual Trivia #5 What adventure game would you find behind number 3?
-- Disco Le Frog

12%

35

pts Please give us the first and last name of the first person born in Wisconsin to serve as a
United States representative for Minnesota.
-- Darwin Hall

3%

70

pts What brand is "The Dentifrice made for Dentists"?
-- S.S. White

33%

25

pts In 1996, Kurt Angle was voted the most popular athlete in Pittsburgh, winning a local
award that started being doled out in 1936. Who were the other three athletes in the
running that year? First and last names, please.
-- Jeff King -- Jerome Bettis -- Mario Lemieux

33%

30

pts According to the Coborn's Fun Sheet, what is Moobells favorite meal?
-- Grilled Cheese

94%

15

pts Who recorded the 1960's song "Bobby's Girl"? First and last name please.
-- Marcie Blane

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 24

(4:00 PM)

5%

80

pts What fictional Republic is described as landlocked, arid and barren and home of the
loathsome swine fever?
-- Paltroonia

91%

15

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6726 What was the date of this monumentous declaration? Month,
Day and Year please.
-- May I , 2003

78%

20

pts Which Oscar winner played, alternately, Eddie, Dr. Scott and Frank in a New Zealand
touring production of The Rocky Horror Show? First and last name, please.
-- Russell Crowe

82%

50

pts Finish th is list of items: "A Farewell to Arms," "Poet's Pub," The Unp leasantness at
Belladonna' s Club," The Mysterious Affairs at Styles," "Madame Claire," and "Gone
to Earth."
-- "Ariel" OR "Ariel: A Shell ey Romance" -- "Twenty-Five
-- Carnival -- "William" (these were the first 10 titles published by Penguin books)

78%

30

pts Lyrically speaking, this animal is who's behind the song, not the door.
-- Zebra

86%

75

pts Such categories as Verdi, English, Chinese, and Imperial were found in what 2007
world competition?
-- The World Beard & Moustache Championships

47%

30

pts The eastern and western conference all star jerseys on display at the Xcel Energy
Center contain the signatures of which two former hockey stars?
-- Wayne Gretzky -- Gordie Howe

79%

35

pts In a review of this book, first published in 1971, the Los Angeles Times wrote "Funny,
philosophical, brief, a primer for hell raiser;." What book were they referring to?
-- Rules for Radicals

94%

IO

pts What is the name given to the edible seeds found in a pomegranate?
-- arils

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 25
(5:00 PM)

3%

75

pts The obj ect of the "Possibility Thinkers Game" is to stay on the main path of Success.
As you climb upward, you may stray onto other paths. Please give us the names of the
three paths you may stray onto.
-- chasm of doubts -- plateau of delays -- valley of setbacks

83%

15

pts In 194 7, who headlined the first country music show that played in New York's
Carnegie Hall? First and last name, please.
-- Ernest Tubb

95%

20

pts Who played Johnny Jones in "This is the Army? First and last name, please.
-- Ronald Reagan

14%

50

pts Take the number of questions each team received points for during KVSC's "Around
the World in 50 Hours" trivia contest and add the team totals together. Within 100, tell
us that number now.
-- 20,293

71%

25

pts Visual Trivia #4 This product had a first in the realm of marketing. What was it?
-- First processed or bottled tea to have the fair trade logo on it

71%

75

pts The Anti-Monopoly Party endorsed which person for Lieutenant Governor of
Minnesota during the 1873 election? First and last name, please.
-- Ebenezer Ayres

68%

25

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6706 What high-price, low-fuel efficiency vehicle was this man
infamously first seen riding in September of 1988?
-- Ml Abrams Tank

78%

35

pts From the 2004 movie "Elvis Has Left the Building", please give us the name of the
Elvis song Bobette always sings when she is doing a brake job.
-- Love Me Tender

88%

15

pts Just like Samuel Clemens, TVs Agent McGee writes under a pseudonym. What is
McGee' s complete pen name?
-- Thom E Gemcity

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 26
(6:00 PM)
46%

100 pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6735 Please give us the make and model of the car this emcee is
presenting.
-- Plymouth Belvedere (1957)

88%

10

pts A group of cows is called a kine but if you have 12 cows they are called a what?
-- Flink

83%

20

pts Please give us the first and last name of the first female country artist to have a million
selling record.
-- Patsy Montana

22%

45

pts TVs Burton Family has a 5 year rule. If you haven 't used it in 5 years it gets thrown
out. This logic is the reason for Mike to be wearing what T-Shirt?
-- Vote Dukakis

1%

30

pts While Red is trying to sell lemonade he convinces Rover to do his Sahara Desert Act to
emphasize how hot it is, only for the ruse to back fire. A would be customer worried
about Rover's condition offers to take Rover home and to be nursed back to health by
the careful eye of her three cats. Please give us these would be nurses names.
-- Muffy

33%

60

-- Fluffy

-- Mr Grump les

pts The Laffer Curve, KondratieffLong Wave Cycle, Econometrics, Monetarism and NeoKeynesianism. These five economic theories can be found together in a book titled
"An Incomplete Education". What was the heading that preceded them in the book?
-- Five Easy Theses

8%

35

pts In 1911, there were a total of 129 books printed as part of this library. Book number
14 was titled "Curling" and book number 286 was titled "How to Play Soccer". What
was book number 29 titled?
-- Pulley Weight Exercises

65%

40

pts From the words of James A Michener, what was the first book that was read to him by
his adoptive mother?
-- Oliver Twist

82%

15

pts Crows, licorice flavored gumdrops were originally to be called what?
-- Black Rose

Trivia 2008: Vote Tr ivia
Hour 27
(7:00 PM)
1%

60

pts The "Rock in Around the Clock" concert put on by Cathedral High School in 200 I
featured artist "Little Richard" . What was the name of the publication he distributed to
the fans that night?
-- Happiness Digest

86%

10

pts What anniversary is being celebrated by Minnesota this year? The name, not the
number.
-- sesquicentennial

15%

20

pts On the ABC soap opera "One Life to Live", actors on the show are treated to bagels
and other pastries every morning. Where does this breakfast take place?
-- dressing room (area)

13%

50

pts The January-February issue of the AARP Bulletin contains an advertisement for the
book "Old fashioned Cures and Proven Home Remedies". In that ad is a list of health
tips. Going from left to right, what is the fifteenth item mentioned on the list?
-- "6 simple methods to help maximize your memory"

15%

25

14%

125 pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6734 Please give us the name of the band performing this song and
the name of the movie they appeared in.
-- Hot Date, Spring Break

54%

30

pts In the Disney movie "The Incredibles", what is the adage oflnsuricare?
-- "Your Life is in Our Hands"

51 %

40

pts In a print ad for the California Raisin Reading Program, the raisins are sitting on a
stack of books with alternate titles. Please give us the alternate title of the book
"Rumpelstiltskin."
-- Wrinklestiltskin

92%

15

pts Please give us the city and state where the National Tennis Hall of Fame is located.

pts What was the combined price of 4 general admission KISS concert tickets in the movie
"Detroit Rock City"?
-- 22 do llars ($5 .50 each)

-- Newport, Rhode Island

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 28 (8:00 PM)
1%

90

pts As a tribute to one of the best baseball question writers ever, we would like to know
the title of the first music CD to be purchased by the radio man himself, John Drake.
May the force of baseball never leave him.
-- Tinker to Evers to Chance (by Game Theory)

85%

15

pts Please give us the first and last name of the first two models who were the first
"Barkers Beauties" on the television game show "The Price is Right".
-- Janice Pennington -- Anitra Ford

86%

20

pts Please give us the name of the tennis official that John MacEnroe 'forgives' in the
American Express commercial.
-- Klaus Umlat

83%

45

pts Unable to send flowers to Sydney Wade from her home state of Virginia, the President
sent what instead? Please be specific.
-- Virginia Ham

46%

35

pts Visual Trivia #16 What phrase is associated with these pictures?
-- Knowledge is Power

15%

65

pts AUDIO TRI VIA #6737 Please answer this question.
-- Moby Grape

90%

25

pts A 1960s rock "supergroup" got its name because the band members viewed themselves
as the "cream of the crop" of rock musicians. Name the band and give us the first and
last names of its members.
-- Cream -- Ginger Baker -- Jack Bruce -- Eric Clapton

74%

35

pts In the "Sunbeam-Oster" Mixmaster owners manual there is a list oflmportant
Safeguards listed for safety precautions. What is Safeguard Number 8?
-- Do not use outdoors

82%

JO

pts This cardinal number is mentioned in a song by Gong and the Smashing Pumpkins and
is the name of a dog in Tim Burtons eyes. What number are we referring to?
-- Zero

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 29
86%

75

(9:00 PM)

pts Mayor Raton was holding a Grand Cheese Fiesta to help with his campaign but found
that he was unable to obtain the cheese for the fiesta. Jose and Manuel offered to
secure the services of Speedy Gonzales in exchange for a job. What was the job
Manuel and Jose asked for as a political favor?
-- Official Cheese Inspectors

79%

15

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6716 What perched on this man's shoulder during a January, 1959
speech, purportedly symbolizing his status as divinely chosen?
--A Dove

83%

20

pts What famous urban bird is mentioned early in the lyrics of"Down Here Below," by
Steve Earle?
-- Pale Male

24%

45

pts What is the month, day, and time of day the character Yoko dies in the Japanese film
"One Missed Call"?
-- April 18, 11 :04 PM

15%

35

pts Ken Omundson has a piece of art on display in the Atwood gallery at St. Cloud State
University that shares its name with an answer to a visua l trivia question from a
previous contest. Please give us that answer, again.
-- "What is a House?"

81%

70

pts On an episode of the Twilight Zone, we meet Kirby, Webber and Meyers, 3 astronauts,
who, when nearly out of fuel, land on a small asteroid. They soon find out that this
asteroid is a cemetery that offers the deceased the abi lity to spend eternity, posed in a
unique moment they have always wished for. One wish we see is a newly elected
Mayor celebrating his victory. What is the last name of this new Mayor?
-- Finch

82%

25

pts It is true you don ' t vote for kings: in Monty Python and the Holy Grail, Michael Palin
plays a peasant discussing politics with King Arthur. He makes two references to the
Lady of the Lake giving Excalibur to King Arthur. What two names does Michael
Palin call her? You must be specific.
-- moistened bink (hint is acceptable) -- watery tart

87%

35

pts Kips Bay Boys and Girls Club was shown marching in a parade in what Alanis
Morissette video?
-- Hand In My Pocket

76%

15

pts This moppet sang about putting shaped crackers in a broth. Who was the singer, first
and last name, and what movie was the song featured in ?
-- Shirley Temple -- "Curly Top"

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 30 (10:00 PM)
5%

80

pts ViSJal Trivia #1 What are the first names of these two spokeskids?
-- Cachi -- Tito

94%

15

pts What is the name of the bar that is mentioned in "the Pina Colada song?"
-- O' Malley's

88%

20

pts Please give us the first and last name of the soap opera star who was once a double for
Carmen Electra on the television show "Baywatch".
-- Kelly Monaco

24%

45

pts What series was voted Radios Best Daytime Serial Program in 1941 by readers of
Movie-Radio Guide magazine?
-- Mary Noble -- Backstage Wife

67%

25

pts From the book "Drama Queen" by Patrick Price, give us the answer to this question
that will give you three points: "When people won't stop talking during a movie
you .. . "
-- "anonymously throw popcorn and jujubes"

3%

65

pts Please give us the first and last name of the first Native American to graduate from
Concordia College in Moorhead.
-- Malcolm Robertson

86%

25

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6727 How did this man's last press conference end?
-- He was shot

67%

25

pts From the movie "Underworld", please give us the first and last name of the person who
unknowingly lent his bust for the shooting range at the Vampire House.
-- Will iam Shakespeare

85%

15

pts On the Starbuck' s coffee cups, who wrote "The Way I See It" number 275? First and
last name, please.
-- Robert Randolph

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 31
(11:00 PM)

60%

120 pts Vis.Jal Trivia#10 What television show do these dummies appear in?
--The Fuccons OR Oh! Mikey

87%

15

pts On what street, city and state, would you find Belcourt Castle, Marble House, The
Breakers and the National Tennis Hall of Fame?
-- Bellevue Avenue, Newport, Rhode Island

90%

20

pts What real life poet inspired the character of Long John Silver? Full name, please.
-- William Ernest Henley

12%

45

pts What three names are found on the business card for "Muggsy's Beans"? First and last
names please.
-- Muggsy Lauer -- Jeff Engholm -- Stacie Stone

71%

25

pts Give us the term named after the president who popularized the concept of voluntarily
rationing one's goods.
-- Hooverize

49%

60

pts What band played at Nature Hamster and Princess Kari 's wedding reception?
-- Slip Twister

86%

30

pts Please give us the name of the only store in Holmes City, Minnesota, where you can
buy a can of corn.
-- Blades

19%

35

pts In "My Name Is Earl", there is an alternate reality episode where the Catalina discovers
the winning lottery ticket instead of Earl. Give us the check number the lottery used to
pay her.
-- 4748

83%

15

pts The French song "Le Moribund", sung by Jacques Brei, was redone in English. Who
was the performer, first and last name, and what was the title of the English version?
-- Terry Jacks, Seasons in the Sun

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 32
67%

70

(12:00 AM)

pts What product in print ads claims to be "The Most Necessary Instrument on the car"?
-- Boyce Moto Meter

78%

15

pts What is "Composite Santa's" only weakness?
-- Temperatures over 32 degrees F

94%

20

pts The beginning of this year saw a reversal in Maine allowing a beer that depicted "a
rear view of a beer drinking Santa," on the shelves. What was the name of the beer?
-- Santa's Butt Winter Porter

86%

45

pts When asked who he had thought about placing in his cabinet, Tom Dobbs threw out
what name for his choice on Secretary of State?
-- Bruce Springsteen

59%

25

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6723 According to the New York Times, what were this man's first
words upon having been shown a television screen by Richard Nixon?
-- "This is probably always out of order."

0%

80

pts The bells atop Sherburne Hall at SCSU play the University Hymn usually every hour
even though the selections of popular music from their card library is quite extensive.
In that library is a list of movie theme songs that actually list the movie they are a
theme for. Please give us that list now.
-- Chariots of Fire -- Fiddler on the Roof -- The Godfather -- Ice Castles
-- Moulin Rouge -- Romeo and Juliet -- Star Wars -- The Winds of War

32%

25

pts Eldridge Cleaver wrote a book called "Soul On Ice" . In that book he shares with us a
story from his childhood . When he was 16, he was walking and saw a girl near a
shoeshine stand. Their eyes met and the girl started singing. What song was she
singing?
-- "Beautiful Beautiful Brown Eyes"

46%

35

pts When playing "Guitar Hero Encore: Rocks of the 80's" solo on Playstation 2, how
many notes would you need to hit in order to get 100% on the song "Because, It's
Midnight" by Limozeen when set on medium difficulty? If you have time, play it now.
-- 221

87%

15

pts What popular vocal group entered the top 40 in 1965 as the Wonder Who?
-- (the) Four Seasons

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 33

(1:00AM)

6%

90

pts On January 18th, 1972, a letter was delivered to Robert Dole from Charles Colson.
The letter discusses a request from President Nixon that Senator Dole read two books.
Please give us the titles of those two books.
-- Disraeli (by Robert Blake)
-- the Young Me lbourne (by Lord David Cecil)

87%

10

pts There are approximately 15,000 of these in Wisconsin. Minnesota has approximately
12,000, but boasts about having 2000 less. What are we referring to?
-- lakes

82%

20

pts What political offspring was named after a song written by Joni Mitchell? First and
last name, please.
-- Chelsea Clinton

18%

45

pts AUDIO TRI VIA #6744 Please give us the name of this song that was recorded by a
I 960's garage band that shares it name with a popular seafood.
-- Bye Bye My Little Girl (by The Crabs)

36%

30

pts Which Shakespeare plays contain a character named Dick? Not Richard, but Dick,
D- I - C- K.
--Henry VI -- Twelfth Night

1%

65

pts What fictional candidate used the slogan "Make San Diego Strong Diego" in his
campaign?
-- Jack Whitman

59%

30

pts From the book "The Single Girls Survival Guide" by Imogen Webber, if he demands
you have that Brazilian, what must you insist he have done?
-- back wax

79%

50

pts What is Abby Sciuto's biggest pet peeve?
-- People who claim to be vegetarian, but eat chicken

67%

15

pts In the Mad Magazine Board Game instructions, we are told twice : "This word is very
important." What word are they referring to?
-- Lose

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 34
1%

(2:00 AM)

120 pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6736 Please give us the first and last name of the artist heard here
who didn't get the job touring with Bruce Springsteens band back in 2006. Maybe this
clip will explain why.
-- Noam Pikelny

41%

15

pts The Marine Corps had a strong presence on the Billboard charts in 1963. What was
the name of the band that got them there?
-- (the) Essex

86%

20

pts What were the names of the two Wal-Mart elves that helped you out in Christmas 2007
in Toyland ads?
-- Wally (and) Marty

82%

45

pts According to the Fox Insider, the movie "Mr. Magorium' s Wonder Emporium" set a
new world record for what?
-- collecting Toys for Tots

59%

30

pts Visual Trivia #12 What is the disclaimer that is part of this menu?
-- "Menu Served only to Little Girls and Boys"

21%

70

pts At a 1993 charity event on Martha's Vineyard, 2 bidders paid $81,000 for what? Be
specific.
-- (for) Carly Simon to sing for them and make them peanut butter and jelly

12%

35

pts Please give us the first and last name of the person voted California's Mother of the
year in 1985.
-- Martha Selleck

44%

30

pts The Brady Bunch kids, minus Oliver, were mentioned in lyrics to a song released in
1987 on an album that shares its name with the band who made it. What song are we
referring to?
-- Murder in the Brady House

83%

15

pts What animal serves as the hood ornament for a Mack Truck?
-- Bulldog

Trivia 2008: VoteTrivia
Hour 35
(3:00AM)

0%

150 pts The Division of Forestry exhibit at the 1893 World's Columbian Exhibition consisted
of six principal classes. Please give them to us now.
-- (Forest) Botany -- (Forest) Technology -- Timber Physics
-- (Forest) Culture -- (Forest) Conservancy -- (Forestry) Literature

76%

15

pts If you picked up your TGI Fridays Flat Iron steak to go, which side would you pick to
go with the steak?
-- broccoli OR mashed potatoes OR cheddar mashed potatoes OR red potato wedges
OR cajun corn

74%

20

pts What composition gave Tammy Wynette her first hit single and who wrote it?
-- Apartment Number 9 -- Johnny Paycheck

65%

45

pts At one point during baseball season, Charlie Brown is diagnosed with "Little
Leaguer's Elbow". The doctor later informs Charlie that, in addition, he also has
what?
-- eraserophagia

17%

25

pts It's known as the "sweet 16" in college basketball, but by what name is it called in the
Dodgeball tournament as seen on the fictional ESPN 8, the OCHO?
-- Salacious 16

6%

80

pts St. Cloud Technical College had its first theatrical performance March 22nd, 2007 by
the students of Acting for Everyone. Please give us the title of this event.
-- "Six at Seven"

59%

25

pts The movie "Claudine" received an Academy Award nomination in 1974 probably due
to a certain Los Angeles cable movie station playing it over and over again. What was
the name of that station?
-- Z Channel

35%

40

pts The killer in the movie "The Tripper" owns three dogs and a pig, all of which he has
named. In no particular order, what names has he given to these four animals?
George W. (with last name acceptable as long as "W" is answered as well)
-- Meese -- Nancy -- Poindexter

78%

15

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6709 This memorable surly chef went on to play a look-alike of
what political leader?
-- Saddam Hussein

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 36 (4:00AM)
0%

75

pts In this 1902 print ad for the Pacific Department of the Milwaukee Mechanics Insurance
Company, we see the value of their cash assets. What amount is shown?
-- $2,599,690.78

62%

15

pts What are the names of the two brothers that founded Mack Trucks?
-- John (and) Augustus Mack

76%

25

pts We hope someone on your team picked up a menu from Noodles and Company,
because we want to know if you created your own TRIO, what are your choices for
spot 2 on your plate? Hmmm . .. protein.
-- chicken, beef, shrimp, tofu

12%

50

pts What television show features obstacles named Stairway to Heaven, Devils Double
Bridge, Craggy Mountain and Heartbreak Hill?
-- Unbeatable Banzuke

50%

25

pts Various songs are played at high school sporting events all over the United States.
Rock and Roll Part 1 is quite popular, but not as popular as the song we're looking for.
What is the most common song heard at these events?
-- (the) Star Spangled Banner

3%

75

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6739 The songs heard here show up on page 188 in a book
originally released in 1985 by an author whose initials are the same as a popular video
game character. Please give us the name of this book.
-- Twilight Eyes (by Dean Koontz)

32%

25

pts Please give us the first and last name of the rocking Jew who is part of a trio of
Commanders in Chief.
-- Jason Finn (from The Presidents of the United States of America)

5%

40

pts What type of exotic coffee does TVs Samantha Newly usually drink?
-- Tanzania Peaberry

67%

15

pts What three events made up the International Law Enforcement Education and Trainers
Association Trinity of Dedication?
--The ILEETA Cup (shooting competition)
-- The World Cup Donut Eating Championship -- Flatfoot Five (SK run)

T r ivia 2008: V ate T r ivia
Hour 37
(5:00AM)
46%

90

pts V iSJal Trivia #1 1 Please tell us the font used in this visual.
-- Irken

64%

15

pts In 2004, while trying to mud sling at Bill the Cat's opponent, Opus called the opponent
a "Waffling Nudist cannibal and a fruity nudie brawlin, boozin Jane Fonda Fondlin
vegetarian." What part of the comment did his party take offense with?
-- Vegetarian

77%

20

pts In 2002, the nationwide BBC Greatest Britons Poll found Queen Victoria at 18 and
Paul McCartney at 19. Who placed 17th?
-- Michael Crawford

77%

45

pts Gallery Rendezvous is a restaurant that is featured in the beginning of what Moody
Blues video?
-- "The Other Side of Life"

67%

25

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6719 What was the first answer this question received, and what
answer was the asker actually looking for?
-- Intergalactic Civil War -- Gentrification

59%

90

pts V iSJal Trivia #11 What is the answer to the question given here?
-- 550

10%

35

pts While visiting Buffalo Wild Wings, you could opt to take their three pack box of sauce
home with you. Since there are "valuable contents inside" this box, the box tells you
the way to keep the sauce from those that may want to steal it. Please tell us the way .
. -- "feel free to chain me to your wrist"

32%

35

pts Last year during KVSC's annual trivia contest, one could have taken a break from the
chaos and headed to SCSU to catch a movie at the Little Theatre. What movie was
playing?
-- Marie Antoinette

76%

15

pts At what restaurant did Dorothy Mengering celebrate her 80th birthday with her son?
-- Classic Kitchen

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour38

(6:00AM)

13%

70

pts Mathew Hall, of Mathew Hall lumber fame, had ten children . Please give us the first
names of seven of them.
-- Alfred, Clothilda, Erwin, Everista, Herbert
-- Jerome, Lawrence, Louisa, Marcellus, Marie

15%

15

pts What famous driver started first, finished first, and never lost pole position in a 265
mile NASCAR race held at Bristol Motor Speedway? First and last name, please.
-- Cale Yarborough (1973)

79%

20

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6713 In what kind of cottage, between what sort of trees, and in
what manner of forest did this character live?
-- Cottage Cheese (Cottage) -- Make Believe (Trees) -- Marmalade (Forest)

74%

55

pts A newsagent in Scotland has become famous for it's shoplifting seagull. Please give us
the name of the shop and the item that the seagull swipes on a regular basis.
-- RS McColl (Aberdeen Scotland)

-- Doritos Tangy Cheese

14%

25

pts On a page of"The Peanuts Scrapbook" there is a drawing of Charlie Brown and his
friends gathered around a table to celebrate a birthday. Please give us the full name of
the person whose birthday they are celebrating.
-- Ludwig Von Beethoven

44%

60

pts Please give us the first and last names of the two former Boston Bruins who purchased
a racehorse name "Cenacle's Image."
-- Bobby Orr -- Gerry Cheevers

17%

25

pts The first Cultural Cafe of the semester held at St. Cloud State University presented
what country?
-- Saudi Arabia

44%

25

pts Thirty years ago, an actor by the first name of Graham tried his hand at singing and
belted out a tune about his girl Julie leaving him for another man . The song was so
successful he put it on an album and added another song about him going steady with
Sharon. Please give us the name of Grahams alter ego, which also happens to be the
name of the first song we mentioned.
-- Jilted John

76%

15

pts Please give us the first and last name of the former lead singer of the Stone Canyon
Band.
-- Ricky Nelson

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 39
(7:00AM)
( on air: get r eady for speed round next hour)

0%

100 pts Please give us the quote embroidered on the pillow Susan Strasberg received as a gift
for being a part of Cynthia Adlers wedding in 1994.
-- "Life is uncertain. Eat Dessert First"

78%

15

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6740 Please tell us the name of the superhero related to this clip.
-- Ironman

53%

20

pts 145 years ago, the town of St. Joseph in Stearns County went by another name. What
was it?
-- Clinton

72%

50

pts Visual Trivia #8 What is the name of this Star Warish looking creature?
-- Esuvee

81 %

20

pts What is the name of Whiplash the Cowboy Monkey's faithful steed?
-- Ben

0%

65

pts Please give us the dessert of the evening served during the New York Friars Club Roast
of Burt Reynolds in 1981.
-- chocolate charlotte russe (lined with lady fingers)

21 %

25

pts How long would it take a bottle of Chateau Lafite Rothschild to hit the ground if it was
dropped from the tallest point on the Millau bridge?
-- 7.4 seconds

58%

35

pts What ice cream treat does actor Nick Frost eat in both his movies?
-- Coronet

63%

15

pts What animated character is featured on the billboard advertising Chico's Place off U.S.
Highway 169 between Milaca and Onamia?
-- Speedy Gonzalez

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 40
speed round

(8:00 AM)
first half hour

Two of the finest minds at KVSC have determined that today's Top 40 music is not original, but simply
rips beats and music from other songs. We have provided examples of Top 40 music. Please give us the
title and artist of BOTH the current Top 40 song and the "original" song from where the beat and/or music
was taken.

68%

40

pts AUDIOTRIVIA#6763
-- (6764)

67%

40

Sean Kingston "Beautiful Girls", Ben E. King "Stand By Me"

pts AUDIOTRIVIA#6765
-- (6766)

31 %

40

Rihanna "S.O.S .", Soft Cell "Tainted Love"

pts AUDIOTRIVIA#6767
-- (6768) Play-N-Skillz "Get Freaky"
-- Eurythmics - "Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This)"

47%

40

pts AUDIOTRIVIA#6769
-- (6770) Gym Class Heroes "Cupid' s Chokehold "
-- Supertramp "Breakfast in America"

28%

40

pts AUDIOTRIVIA#6n1
-- (6772) Nelly "Wadsyaname", Kci & JoJo "All My Life"

26%

40

pts AUDIOTRIVIA#6n3
-- (6774) Blu Cantrell w/ Sean Paul "Breathe", Dr. Dre "What' s The Difference"

72%

40

pts AUDIOTRIVIA#6n5
-- (6776) Kanye West - Stronger, Daft Punk "Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger"

56%

40

pts AUDIO TRIVIA # 67n
-- (6778) Gym Class Heroes "Clothes Off"
-- Jermaine Stewart "We Don't Have to Take Our Clothes Off"

62%

40

pts AUDIOTRIVIA#6n9
-- (6780) Sean Kingston "Me Love", Led Zeppelin "D 'Yer Mak 'er"

Trivia 2008: V ate T rivia
Hour 40
(8:00AM)
speed round second half hour

7'Z'lo

40

pts AUDI O TRI VI A# 6781 Name the title and artist of all music heard in this audio clip.
-- Green Day "Boulevard of broken Dreams", Oasis - "Wonder Wall"

73%

40

pts AUDIO T RI VI A# 6782 Name the title and artist of all music heard in this audio clip.
-- Def Lepard - "Pour some sugar on Me", MIMS - "This is Why I'm Hot"

71 %

40

pts AUDIO TRIVIA# 6783 Name the title and artist of all music heard in this audio clip.
-- Amy Winehouse - "Rehab" , Britney Spears - "Toxic"

7'Z'lo

40

pts AUDIO TRI VI A# 6784 Name the title and artist of all music heard in this audio clip.
-- Styx - "Mr Roboto", Gorillaz - "Feel Good Inc."

76%

40

pts AUDIO TRI VI A# 6785 Name the title and artist of all music heard in this audio clip.
-- Jackson 5 - "ABC", Guns-n-Roses - "Paradise City"

44%

40

pts AUDIO TRI VI A# 6786 Name the title and artist of all music heard in this audio clip.
-- Iggy Pop- "The Passenger", Peggy Lee - "Fever"

67%

40

pts AUDIO TRI VI A# 6787 Name the title and artist of all music heard in this audio clip.
-- Queen - "Another one Bites The Dust"
-- Rolling Stones - "Sympathy fo r the Devil"
-- Nirvana - "Smells Like Teen Spirit"

72%

40

pts AUDIO TRI VIA# 6788 Name the title and artist of all music heard in this audio clip.
-- Police - "Every Breath you Take", Snow Patrol - "Chasing Cars"

68%

40

pts AUDIO TRI VI A# 6789 Name the title and artist of all music heard in th is audio clip.
-- Led Zeppelin - Whole Lot of Love, White Stripes - Iggy Thump

Trivia 2008: Vate Trivia
Hour 41
()"/0

80

(9:00AM)

pts Please give us the four people who have three recipes included in the second volume of
the Habilitat Celebrity Cookbook. First and last names please.
-- Claudia Johnson

-- Herman Rudin

-- Jean Ariyoshi

-- Judy Canova

51%

15

pts This song was written about a woman with the last name Gerron. Charles sang it but
Jerry wrote it. What is the song?
-- Peggy Sue

69%

20

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6725 How many times were variations on the word "fiction" used
in this speech? For example, "fictional" "nonfiction" "fictitious" "fictition".
-- Eight

5%

45

pts In the 1958 "Queen For A Day" show in which Nadine Petersen won, there were 4
runners up. Please give us their first names. Three out of four will suffice.
-- Karen, Marlene, Phyllis, Shin

63%

25

pts What by-product are some of the 2008 Beijing Olympics games souvenirs going to be
made from?
-- panda poop

1%

70

pts "The Book Game", a character-building, action-packed, family fun bible game
produced in 1991 by Tyndale House, has you rolling dice, answering questions and
moving along a game board. What is the last noun you encounter before you cross the
finish line?
-- stubbornness

32%

25

pts It's an acronym circulating the peer pressure ads, the last name of a politician residing
in Hawaii, and if you turn the letters around, its a peninsula in Denmark. What word
are we referring to?
-- SLOM

49%

25

pts The introduction of this car in 19 14 carried the seal of Solomon on its radiator emblem.
What was the make and model of this car?
-- Dodge Brothers Touring Car

74%

15

pts This song was written about a woman whose last name is Alperin. Doug, the first
name of one of the people who wrote it, also happens to be the lead singer of the band
who became famous from it. What is the song?
-- My Sharona

Trivia 2008: V ae Trivia
Hour 42
(10:00 AM)
0%

120 pts In June of 1962, 3 men from St. Joseph, Minnesota, attended a Minnesota Twins game.
All three caught home runs. Who were the three men that caught the home runs and
who were the three men that hit the home runs? First and last names, please.
-- Marvin Taufman -- Dennis Schneider -- John Drewicki (caught)
-- Camilo Pascual -- Earl Battey -- Billy Moran (hit)

38%

15

pts The 21st Major League Baseball player to reach 500 home runs hit his 500th against
the Minnesota Twins. How many more of those 500 were hit against the Twins?
-- 49

64% 20

pts In the comic series "Transmetropolitan", the journalist Spider Jerusalem covers the
Presidential Election. What are his nicknames for the two major candidates?
-- The Smiler -- The Beast

55%

pts In the movie "The Polar Express", what does the conductor punch on the children's
tickets? If you're wondering, the conductor punches more than one word.

45

-- Believe

-- Lead

-- Learn

-- Depend On

-- Rely On

-- Count On

12%

40

pts If you were around for the first Radio One broadcast, which "Sounds New" song would
you vote for as your favorite new song?
-- Homburg -- How Can I Be Sure -- I Feel Love Comin On
-- Major To Minor -- You Keep Me Running Away

5%

65

pts Who was the Women's Singles winner of the 1956 Duck Pin Bowling Congress? First
and last name, please.
-- Betty Mooney

53%

25

pts Please give us the name of the Wisconsin Company that restored the zamboni that
served at the St. Paul Auditorium and Civic Center faithfully for over 40 years.
-- Rand R Specialties

56% 30

pts In the book "The Dangerous Book for Boys", what is 29th on the list of Latin phrases
every boy should know?
-- paterfamilias

76%

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6712 Name the celebrities playing piano in this bar scene.
-- Daffy Duck, Donald Duck

15

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 43

13%

90

(11:00AM)

pts Please give us the first and last names of the three golfers who tied for twenty-ninth
place during the inaugural Foot-Joy PGA Assistant Professional Championship.
-- Frank Shikle

38%

15

-- Peter Gauthier

·· Rick Kent

pts The angular measurements we use today are based on what counting system?
-- base 60 OR sexigesimai

4%

20

pts Please give us the names of the 2 screensavers mentioned under Friday, February 8th in
Poor Leo's 2002 Computer Almanac.
-- Flower Box ·· Pipes

41%

55

pts In the episode "Like Father, Like Son," what is the name of the Polo Grounds that
Hugh and Taz visit to to see if polo is a sport for Taz?
-- Hoof and Health

62%

35

pts Vis.ial Trivia #6 What is this a picture of?
-- DNA or Deoxyribonucleic acid

45%

75

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6742 The music clip you just heard is comprised of two
instruments. The first is a cello. The second is a specially designed 14 string
instrument that if you are in Fort Myers, Florida next weekend, you will be able to hear
this instrument live. What is the name give to this instrument?
-- guitjo (the band is Acoustic Eidolon)

4%

30

pts Of the 168 hours in a week, the first issue of Student Health and Wellness states 56 of
those hours should be spent sleeping, 25 hours studying, 15 hours spent in class, 7
hours of activities and IO hours doing nothing. What do they say you should be doing
with the other 55 hours?
·· eating (14 hours), hanging out (21 hours), working (20 hours)

73%

30

pts There is a copy of the Springfield Shopper that came with the purchase of the
Simpsons Movie. In this free paper is a movie review by Homer Simpson. What
movie is he reviewing?
·· Star Wars (will also accept Raiders of the Lost Ark)

73%

15

pts Lyrically speaking, Robert Plant, Marmalade and Jimi Hendrix just say hey to this
person. Who are we referring to?
.. Joe

T ri via 2008: V ate T rivia
Hour 44

(12:00 PM )

1%

60

pts William Faulkner is a great author in his own right, but a book by this author became
the beacon for Mister Faulkners writing career. Please tell us the name of the book and
the first and last name of the author who wrote it.
-- "With Fire and Sword", Henryk Sienkiewicz

60%

15

pts Journalist Tom Wolfe labeled this man "the last American hero". Please give us his
first and last name.
-- Robert Johnson

64%

20

pts In what year did Minnesota adopt the Australian ballot for elections statewide?
-- 1891

18%

45

pts Who was voted cheerleading captain for the 1977 Cougars at Newman High School in
Newman, Georgia? First and last name, please.
-- Denise Jackson (wife of Alan)

63%

25

pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6738 Please give us the first and last name of the tv teacher heard
here.
-- Kitty Kenarban (Malcolm's first teacher, also accepted Miss Hoover)

57%

80

pts According to his travel voucher, how much did the United States government
compensate Buzz Aldrin Junior for travel and other expenses when he went to the
moon and back?
-- $33.31 OR thirty three dollars, thirty one cents

60%

30

pts The total number of people who went to see this movie last June at the Parkwood 18 in
Waite Park, Minnesota, was 4. What movie was it?
-- DOA: Dead or Alive

37°/o

35

pts How much does a Blowburger cost at the Gulp N Blow?
-- $1.89 (one dollar eight nine cents)

79%

15

pts In the movies, what does NYPD stand for, according to Agent J?
-- knock your punkass down

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
(1 :00 PM)

Hour 45

14%

120 pts The tour of Duluth's famous Glensheen Mansion will take you into the Smoking
Room. In the Smoking Room, on the desk, is a newspaper that has been sitting there
for years. Please give us the headline and the full name of the person who wrote the
article.
-- "Common Sense About the War" -- George Bernard Shaw

83%

10

pts Please give us the "answer to life the universe and everything", according to google.
-- 42

18%

20

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6743 Please give us the first and last name of the father of the man
who is singing this tune.
-- Gregg Allman

18%

40

pts Who is the advertiser on the ticket stub for the 2002 Renaissance Festival held in
Shakopee, Minnesota?
-- (the) Mobile Phone Company OR Verizon Wireless

35%

40

pts The legend of the log tells us that it was cut from a 465 year old douglas fir from
Oregon that stood 290 feet tall. The log itself weighs approximately 34,000 pounds. It
started its travels in 1986 to promote the forest industry. At what establishment can
someone view the log now?
-- Stonehouse Tavern (and Eatery)

71 %

65

pts Visual Trivia #15 What annual event does this logo represent?
-- Great American Think Off

21 %

25

pts From the 1939 movie "The Wizard of Oz", please tell us the colors, in order, seen on
the horse of a different color.
-- White, Purple, Red, Yellow, Green

73%

30

pts Lyrically speaking, where is Blake Shelton's happy place?
-- Some Beach

29%

15

pts From the television show "American Dad", the family fish has the brain of a winter
olympic athlete. Please give us the other former occupation of a fish called Klaus.
-- Chef

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 46
1%

75

(2:00 PM)

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6820 Before appearing in Audio Theater, the character speaking in
this clip made his debut in another medium, which was the second commercially
available work by his creator. What was the first?
--Damaged Goods (by Rob Callahan)

31 %

15

pts Back in the late 60's, it started with GMRX. Two years later, it was changed to
GGPRX. One year later it was changed again. What was it changed to?
-- GPGRX (movie rating system)

79%

20

pts Other than judge Julius Hoffman, who else showed up for the Chicago Seven trial
wearing judicial robes?
-- Abbie Hoffman -- Jerry Rubin

72%

40

pts On Mystery Science Theater 3000, Tom Servo and Crow host a briefradio "call in"
show titled "The Dead Talk Back" . Please give us the first and the last names of the
two callers.
-- Abraham Lincoln -- Winston Churchill

44%

40

pts Fictional filmmaker Marty DiBergi is best known for his documentary "This Is Spinal
Tap." Please give us the title of his next project.
-- Kramer Vs. Kramer Vs. Godzilla

74%

65

pts Who would believe that mid August of 2007, this royal wannabe from the coal mining
town of Pittston, Pennsylvania, would garner a title that was sought after from
contestants that represented Australia, England, Canada, Norway and the US in the
ultimate tribute. Please give us the first and last name of the person who took first
place in this contest and the artist the winner was paying tribute to.
-- Shawn Klush

-- Elvis Presley

3%

40

pts The sidewalk located on the north end of Apollo High School that runs from the junior
varsity baseball field to highway 15 is named for a former student. Please give us his
first and last name.
-- Alan Reugemer

8"/o

40

pts This character was a rowdy youngster who at the age of26 foiled a bank robbery and
got elected sheriff. With his timid deputy, Mort Ledonica, he tried to uphold the law in
Arizona. What is this sheriff's name?
-- Josh (or Joshua) Bodeen

64%

15

pts At its inception, Bill France owned 50 percent ofNASCAR and Bill Tuthill owned 40
percent. Who owned the other IO percent? First and last name, please.
-- Louis Ossinsky

Trivia 2008: Vote Trivia
Hour 47
(3:00 PM)
1%

250 pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6690 There are four theme songs playing in the background of this
Hamster clip. Please give us the movies and/or television shows represented by these
four theme songs.
-- Escape to Witch Mountain
-- Lassie
-- Star Wars
-- Six Million Dollar Man

62%

15

pts Please give us the first and last name of the person voted NASCAR mechanic of the
year in 1964.
-- Maurice Petty

15%

20

pts According to Rittner's School of Floral Design, good locations for a flower shop
include being near what two businesses?
-- hospitals -- hotels

8%

40

pts 10 years ago today, the letters BFESLMAHAEOP AC represented something
significant in the musical world. Probably not as sign ificant as Ricky Martin that day,
but significant nonetheless. Please give us the name of the artist these letters are
associated with.
-- Yngwie Malmsteen
(the letters represent the tracks on his "Facing the Animal" CD, released February 10th,
1998)

12%

40

pts On the notes, hints and suggestions page, there are the six expressions Ed Emberley
shows you how to draw in his book "Ed Emberleys Drawing Book of Animals." Please
give them to us now.
-- embarrassed -- grumpy -- happy
-- laughing -- mean -- sad

10%

65

pts According to a 1942 story in Newsweek, what daytime program had become the
favorite of convicts at Folsom Prison?
-- Breakfast at Sardi's

5%

40

pts Please give us the color of the revised draft dated March 20th, 1997 for the movie "The
Truman Show" .
-- buff

55%

40

pts What legendary Gospel Quartet sang the closing song at Hank Williams Seniors
funeral?
-- (the) Statesmen Quartet

65%

15

pts From the movie "Electric Dragon 80,000 Volts", how did the Thunderbolt Buddha gain
his powers?
-- struck by lightning

Trivia 2008: V ate T rivi a
Hour 48
(4:00 PM)
18%

250 pts The 1999 spring commencement ceremony at Winona State University had 6
processional marshals. Who were they? First and last names, please.
-- Deanne Roytek -- Emily Bailey
-- Kasey Miller -- Kristina Bluth

-- Julie Walbridge
-- Nicole Schmitz

86%

10

pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6729 Who finally answers this young man's question?
-- Mr. Owl

47%

20

pts Which popular song ruled the raido airwaves for 16 weeks, yet was ineligible for the
actual Billboard hot 100 chart?
-- Don't Speak

74%

55

pts Mayor Mayor had yet to be opposed in an election. Fuzzy Lumpkins, actually upset
about all the noise that was being made in the campaigning, wound up winning the
campaign with what philosophy?
-- Shut Up

78%

30

pts What one signs up for a new account anywhere on the world wide web, one usually has
to read a warped set of numbers and letters to verify that one really wants the account.
What is the name given to this verification test?
-- CAPTCHA OR Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and
Humans Apart

13%

60

pts Kelly Monaco does most of her own stunt work. In an interview with "ABC Soaps In
Depth", what did she say would be her ultimate fantasy?
-- (doing) Wonder Woman (the movie)

41 %

30

pts On July 4th, 2007, what was the number of active major league baseball players that
were 40 years old or older?
-- 24

68%

40

pts This artist has a very talented musical fami ly. His father played in mariachi and jazz
bands. Of his 11 brothers and sisters, 4 went on to mosical success, with one playing
in his band. His niece found success in the 80's with a symbol. He was even named
"Artist of the Decade" once. Please give us his first and last name.
-- Alejandro Escovedo

83%

10

pts In astronomy, what type of star can be white, red, yel low, or brown?
-- dwarf

Trivia 2008: V ate Trivia
Hour 49
6%

(5:00 PM)

250 pts AUDIO TRI VI A #6710 Please name all of the honorary pallbearers listed at this
man's memorial service on October 15th, 2007 . First and last names, please.
-- Addai Sebo -- Antonio Gonzalez
-- Billy War Soldier
-- Charlie Hill -- Daniel Ortega -- Fidel Castro
-- Floyd (or "Red Crow") Westerman -- George Mitchell -- Harold Belmont
-- Hugo Chavez -- Marvin Davidov -- Melvin Houston
-- Muammar Gaddafi -- Omar Sierra -- Rigoberta Menchu -- Robert Cruz
-- Roberto Vargas -- Sam English -- Steve Blake -- Tom Cook

54%

15

pts A "hand" in early baseball was an inning. What was an "ace"?
-- run

53%

20

pts Lyrically speaking, what flavor of wine does 1960's singer Thomas Jackson enjoy?
-- cherry

12%

40

pts When questioned on what she was doing for New Year's Eve 2008, Luann said she was
going with girlfriends to a night club and dance till she drops. What was the name of
the club?
-- Decibel 200 Club

3%

40

pts According to brainiac Ken Jennings, what is the uninspiring inscription that will be on
his tombstone?
-- "Not as funny as Alex Trebek"

5%

60

pts What slow pitch softball team did Phineas Freakears sign up to play catcher for?
-- The Whole Thing Health Food Store Rutabagas

53%

40

pts What very fictional Character was voted one of the five most eligible bachelors by
Upbeat magazine? First and last name, please.
-- Remington Steele

74%

30

pts Writer H.P. Lovecrafts' father was institutionalized following a trip to Chicago. What
institution did his father end up in and what was the final diagnosis of his condition?
-- Butler Hospital (in Providence); syphillus

81%

15

pts Please give us the sum of the dice used to spell RUSH on the cover art of the RUSH
album "Roll the Bones.
-- 151

Trivia 2008: Vote Tr ivia
Hour 50
(6:00 PM)

13%

250 pts AUDIO TRIVIA #6704 For better or worse, the internet continues to democratize the,
well, democratic process. As an example, we've assembled five unofficial candidate
endorsements that showed up on Y outube and caught the attention of American voters
in 2007. In order, please name each of the following songs, as well as the artists
singing them.
-- I've Got a Crush on Obama - Leah Kauffman
-- Stuck on Huck - Dave Davidson
-- Lead the Way - Judd Kesler
-- I've Got a Crush on Giuli ani - Jodie Rivera
-- Hot4Hill - Taryn Southern

77%

20

pts Please call in and nominate a fellow team member that you feel has the best gas. If
they are available, please demonstrate.

83%

20

pts Please call in and tell us what you would put on your "bucket list"?

83%

20

pts What is your favorite ocean color.

82%

20

pts Phone in and tell us what trivia team you would like to beat in a Jell-O wrestling
contest.

83%

20

pts Call in and fill in the blank: Dachshunds with (blank) can't climb stairs.

83%

20

pts Answer this equation: Take the number of players on your team mu ltiply that by the
temperature you wish it was outside then subtract the number of drinks you drank this
weekend. Now put this number aside. Take the total number of Brady's and add the
total number of Rick Springfield fans that will be at the awards ceremony this evening.
Now add this number with the number you set aside and multiply by zero. What
number did you come up with?

81%

20

pts If Gary Zimmerman ever left "Love Line" , what would be the name of his new show?

74%

20

pts Please call in and tell us your best suggestion for next years Trivia Theme.
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Jo McMullen-Boyer, 2/22/08 4:32 PM -0600, Congrats
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To: Jo McMullen-Boyer <jlmcmullen@stcloudstate.edu>
From: Jo McMullen-Boyer <jlmcmullen@stcloudstate.edu >
Subject : Co ngrats
Cc:
Bee:
Attachments:
Jo:
A well-earned cong rats on another Trivia successfully run by you and your staff. I was told about Trivia Weekend
during my job interview (!) and I've been hooked since my first year teaching , 3 years ago. I sleep a little more
each year, miss a few more questions each year, and harass th e dispute line a little more each year too (dammit,
it DOES take 7.42 seconds for that bottle of Rothschild to fall!). You and your staff run a tight ship against
amazing odds and I ' m always impressed .
At any rate - thanks and congratulations . Can't wait for next year.
KT
PS - I may have to hunt down Jim Gray if I hear another mashup . haha !

Kristian Twom bly
Assistant Professor of Music and New Media, Rock and Roll and Music History
St Cloud State University
kmtwo m bly@st cloudst ate .edu
http: //www. stcloudstate .edu / music/ NewMedia .asp
Read my Q!Qg ! http: //sonicevent .blogspot.com
Jo McMullen -Boyer
Station Manager KVSC 88. l FM
Stewart Hall room 27
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301
ema il : jlmcmullen @stcloudstate .edu
web : www .kvsc.org
telephone: 320-308-3053
fa x: 320-308-5337
studio line: 320- 308-KVSC (5872)
Liv e simply, that others may simply live.
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